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I Am Not Ugly
 
My mother had six ducklings,
All of them looked nice,
But I was looking ugly,
None of my brothers and sisters played with me,
I went all the way to the hens and chicks.
They also called me ugly,
On the way back home,
I passed through a lake,
I found four beautiful swans swimming.
I flew and  joined them,
I saw my own reflection in the water,
I saw my own image,
I was as beautiful as the swans.
Now I am not the'UGLY DUCKLING' any more.
I AM WHAT I AM.
A duckling with my own life and thinking to lead.
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One Plus One Is Two
 
One plus one is two,
Believe God is in you.
 
One plus two is three,
Why do you cut the tree?
 
One plus three is four,
Why don't you plant
A sapling one more?
 
One plus four is five,
The busy bee, you can see,
In the bee-hive.
 
One plus five is six,
Cement and sand
You can mix.
 
One plus six is seven,
You make this earth
A heaven.
 
One plus seven is eight,
First things first,
Do it right.
 
One plus eight is nine,
From grapes you get nice wine.
 
One plus nine is ten,
So far, you have
Excellently done,
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Thank God For Everything
 
How to Thank God and get His Blessings
#  He is kind, He is noble,
#  He  is full of mercy,
#  Good denotes God,
#  Evil denotes devil.
#  God is everywhere.
#  He  is with me,
#  And I am with Him.
#  He gives us health,
#  wealth, peace and prosperity.
#  We must always thank Him,
#  For all favors,
#  We receive from Him.
#  We must live in this world,
#  Which He created for us.
#  We must act as the trustee,
#  And leave it for the future
#  Generation to live
#  In peace and plenty of prosperity.
#  We  have the right to enjoy only
#  And not spoil.
#  God is kind, God is noble,
#  God is everywhere.
#  Thank Him as many times as you can,
#  Thank Him as much as you can,
#  Sincerely and earnestly,
#  You will receive from Him,
#  All that you need.
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Why Do You Bother?
 
Why do you bother,
My dear brother,
when, whom you think
Is farther,
when He is very near.
 
He is in you,
Above you,
Below you,
And all around you,
You can also see
Him in you.
 
See Him in you,
Feel Him in you,
He is everywhere,
And around you.
 
He takes very good
Care of you.
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